I wili talk briefly about the four muon experiments which started in Rome in 1941, and led to the discovery of the leptonic property. Somehow that will compel me to talk also about ideas and the credit due for them, a rather ticklish subject, but an important one.
First, however, I want to say that I am happy to be here where I hope to meet, finally, my French comrades in the muon investigation of the 1940's. They shared with us not only our passion for the same branch of physics, but also the distinction of working during the destructive situations of World War 11. Working, however, gave a good feeling.
I was fanatic for electronics, a non-popular subject at the Institute. Stimulated by assurances that it would not work, I produced, with the help of Conversi, a flip-flop circuit entirely with vacuum tubes, which worked well. We also made a coincidence circuit good for our purpose, and quite different from the classical one of Rossi. At one time I was excited with a novel circuit we made, to the point that when, later, I found it described in the literature under the name multivibrator I felt happy, not frustrated. I introduced by myself the concept of short rise times and with great faith designed the circuits according to it and defended it against many.
We started the muon work after reading Rasetti's paper. However, the pioneers in the efforts to observe the decay of a mesotron had been Montgomery et al.with the set up of Figure 1 .
The non stopping muons produced too many spurious delays in counters B, and the experiment was not successful. Noticing Montgomery's trouble, Rasetti used a set up where the non-stopping muon avoided the counters D which detected the decay electron and instead triggered counters V which vetoed the event (Figure 2 ). Rasetti's data, without an indication of exponential decay, did not give a very certain result, but showed a probably true effect. He quoted a mean life of 1.5 + .3 microseconds, which corresponded to some 40% of spurious counts.
With confidence in our new electronics, Conversi and I went back to the geometrical set up of Montgomery, which gave higher rates. We added the Rasetti veto counters to reduce accidentals, as shown in Figure 3 .
The absorber under the electron counters D was to prevent the decay electron from vetoing the event.
FJe obtained a decay exponential which made us as cocky as the Italian soccer team after the world cup. The decay of the muon was clearly certain and the value of its mean life was reliably determined as 2.33 ? .15. In the part of the world communicating with us at that time we were the first to have that knowledge. Of course, Rossi 
could n o t be considered d e f i n i t e by us because h i s v a l u e f o r t h e mean l i f e of 1.5 t . 3 , s o d i f f e r e n t from ours, i n d i c a t e d a high background, e s p e c i a l l y consider i n g t h a t h i s d a t a a c t u a l l y showed a s t a t i s t i c a l e r r o r c l o s e t o .2. Thus h i s and our values were 3 standard d e v i a t i o n s o f f .
The i d e a of our Tomonaga experiment was t o use a n absorber s o t h i n (.6cm Iron) t h a t a l l t h e decay e l e c t r o n s would e a s i l y g e t o u t of it and no c o r r e c t i o n f o r t h e i r range was needed. The r a t e of decay was low, b u t our e l e c t r o n i c s was good enough t o d i s t i n g u i s h t h e decays from t h e spurious delays. The number of stopping muons (which d i d not have a very p e c u l i a r s i g n a t u r e ) was determined a s t h e number of muons stopped i n t h e t h i c k , 5 cm, absorber m u l t i p l i e d by .6/5. A t t h e same time,With good confidence, the result was that the fraction fd of the stopped muons undergoing the decay was .49
.07, quite close to the expected value of .55. Rasetti's value had been .42 2 . I 5 while the Paris group had suggested fd = 1.
Having done this, we discussed whether we should try the solid iron magnets invented by Bruno Rossi with the help of Puccianti twelve years before (1931) to distinguish positive from negative muons (Fig. 4) . That discussion was the seed of our future copyright controversy. This beautifully simple instrument was a closed magnetic circuit made of iron plates with coils wound around the plates producing a magnetic field as shown by the arrows in the figure. According to the direction of the magnetic field, the plates focussed (in one plane) either the positive or the negative particles. Rossi built a well-designed model with a good field. However, like any one else, he assumed the cosmic rays to be all negative electrons, thus he expected that the rate with positive focussing plates would be small in comparison with negative focussing. That did not happen, because the particles were actually muons, 55% positive and 45% negative. The result was puzzling and the assumption of Rossi and Puccianti, that the effective field was B and not H, was debated. By 1941, ten years later, the fact that the cosmic rays were about half positive and half negative was known, and that the effective field in Rossi's magnets was B had been recognized.
A paper by Bernardini, Wick, et al., contains an unquestionable statement on this point. In fact, Bernardini led a group in 1941 to investigate the positive excess of the penetrating rays with an exact replics of Rossi's design but with the clever set up of two magnets, one on top of the other. Such set up was (Fig.5 ) of course unfit for our purpose. We went back to the original Rossi design and could not use the calculations made by G!ick for the double magnet scheme (Fig. 6 ).
I have thus been somewhat surprised recently in reading that our muon work with the magnets was the result of a merging, or a combination of the efforts of the two groups. Of course we owe gratitude to Bernardini for using the magnets first, but the fact remains that they were in the journals twelve years before. It is also clear that our four experiments had a strong link of continuity in physics, and the last two could not have been done without the first two.
JOURNAL DE PBYSIQUE
The apparatus for the capture of muons In fact our work could have been done without the magnets. Rossi did not use them, despite their simplicity, neither did the Princeton group, nor did I in a later work in Colorado.
Another source of unhappiness for me was the reading of an article saying of our non-capture work with carbon : "The experiment had been proposed by Pancini, who, having learned about the paper of Tomonaga, immediately understood the possibility of checking their theoretical conclusions by combining the delayed coincidence technique, developed by Conversi and Piccioni, with that of the magnetized iron cores, of which he had become an expert".
In reality Pancini did not suggest the darbon experiment, nor our first Tomonaga experiment with iron, which had already been done by Rasetti first and by us later without the magnets. In fact Pancini never said anything to us. We heard indirectly that he had generically spoken of using the magnets. Given the fact that all of us were very familiar with those magnets, the idea of using them was rather obvious and I cannot even be sure that f had heard of Pancini's words when I thought of them myself.
The probable origin of the text cited above is a sentence which Conversi and I wrote, with a bad choice of words and wanting to be kind to our friend, in the paper describing the experiment with iron, without the magnets. Of paramount significance is the fact that we did not write that sentence in the paper which described the actual work with the magnets. In any case it seems clear that no one canpreempt the minds of others and take a patent or credit for unsophisticated ideas which they also most expectedly would have about their own work, when the need for such ideas would arise. Note that Conversi was also in the group working with the magnets before our experiments.
We of course invited Pancini, who was a person of rare intelligence, to work with us and all three wrote our papers together. The credit goes to all three of us in equal shares, as the professional rules require whatever any outsider may write, ignoring that our chrbon work was not at all a by-product of the iron experiment.
Note that Pancini never claimed any special credit other than being one of the authors. Allow me to list the points of that case to show the difference from the previous one. = 1. In December 1954 there was a large APS meeting in Berkeley, the interest was in strange particles. No one was seriously thinking about antiprotons, and no paper on the subject was presented, It was however a dogma that the antiproton could be discovered only by showing its annihilation. = 2. I thought differently, and had a plan to recognize antiprotons by their negative charge and their velocity, thus by their mass, a method orders of magnitudes more efficient than looking for annihilations. The point was to understand that that would be enough. Segre's group outcompeted the powerfulLofgrengroup only on this account. = 3. Ihad made calculations at Brookhaven, consulting Courant and Snyder, and reached the non-obvious conclusion that one could build two otpical stages instead of one, without much loss of efficiency, but wirh an enormous advantage for a timeof flight measurement. = 4. At that time in Berkeley no one had ever proposed building any focussing magnet, and no one in the world of high energy had yet talked about a double spectrometer. The sketch of that double spectrometer is the most celebrated detail of Segre's experiment. It had not been published twelve years before.
= 5. To be careful I kept my plans to myself, without publicity. Thus I had no professional patent to preempt the mind of others. I went to Berkeley with my notes, and just told Segri, who had invited me to stay at his home, that I had a design for an important experiment and wanted to collaborate with a Berkeley group. Without even guessing, he said, "tell us; if we like it, we"l1 do it together". At that time his group was working with the cyclotron, polarizing protons, and had never used the Bevatron. = 6. We had meetings for many days and many hours. Segr6 and Chamberlain were unfamiliar with high energy experiments. I explained how the magnets worked and described the plan. I had to explain to Segrg that the discovery would bring an undeservedly great reward. I did not convince him, but he told me the plan was "ben pensato", (well thought out). We should keep it secret, otherwise others would steal it. Thinking of our common Roman heritage, I trusted him. = 7. Because I was still an Italian citizen, I could not promptly obtain a clearance, and arrived in Berkeley ten months later, when most of the equipment had been built under the competent guidance of Wiegand, Chamberlain and Ypsilantis, but before the experiment had started. Segr6 prevented me from joining the group. = 8. In their Physics Letter, they wrote : "Dr. Piccioni has made very useful suggestions in connection with the design of the experiment." GJhich was probably true; however, both Segre and Chamberlain, after Prof. Mc Millan talked to them, wrote in their Nobel speeches that "the use of the magnetic lenses was suggested to us by Dr. Oreste Piccioni". It is hard to imagine any plan for that experiment, or that they could have designed the double spectrometer without the idea of magnetic lenses. The prize was given explicitly "for the ingenious methodt'. (Fig. 7 ) .
When sued in 1972, Segr6 and Chamberlain paid considerable fees to one of the best firms in California to avoid a trial on the merits. They said ideas should not be protected because they are not something you can touch, and because scientists should feel free to exchange them. Too long a time had passed, and the law holds that lack of money does not excuse a delay. The court of Appeal dismissed the case with only the words "because of the extreme delay takan by Plaintiff". The case was never discussed. Going back t o Rome, i n worse but b e t t e r times, t h e magnet experiment c o n f i rmed our previous experiment, i n d i c a t i n g t h a t n e g a t i v e muons were captured i n i r o n . W e were o u t of work. F e r r e t t i had speculated t h a t photons might b e emitted a f t e r the c a p t u r e . Then we s t a r t e d planning an experiment t o see those photons. The experiment would have been done without magnets b u t we wanted t o see what t h e r a t e s w i t h carbon were, so we p u t carbon i n t h e apparatus with t h e magnets. There was absolut e l y no o t h e r reason f o r using carbon, a s no one dreamed Tomonaga's theory could be wrong by t e n o r d e r s of magnitude. W e found t h a t negative muons were not captured any more. W e were s u r e something went wrong. W e undertook a laborious comparison of p o s i t i v e and negative focussing with s e v e r a l combinations of absorbers : i r o n alone, carbon alone, carbon and i r o n , a s i n t h e t a b l e 1 . W e f e a r e d t h e e f f e c t of Coulomb s c a t t e r i n g . Surely, t h e r e s u l t s of t h e p o s i t i v e excess group did n o t h e l p a t a l l . F i n a l l y we s a t i s f i e d ourselves t h a t t h e r e s u l t was r i g h t . The l a s t runs were made by Conversi and Pancini while I was on my way t o t h e U.S., i n v i t e d by Rossi, who r e i nforced our claim n o t much l a t e r . If t h e Nazis had not helped us by keeping him out of business f o r a long time, he would have a r r i v e d f i r s t . We had been lucky also because we had no reason to expect the magnets to worrk so well. Though the apparatus looked pretty with the magnets, we had taken a great risk. If after our Tomonaga experiment on the capture in Iron we had passed to the search for photons and tried carbon in that apparatus we might have reached the result sooner. Sigurgeisson and Yamakawa, at Princeton, without magnets and with the most simple apparatus giving a modest counting rate, confirmed our result in a few days.
Fermi, Teller and Weisskopf nailed down that the "Pinocchio effect" as Bohr called our result, proved that the "mesotrons" were captured ten orders of magnitude slower than theoretically expected. This was puzzling : Yukawa had predicted the meS6trOnS to explain the nuclear forces and they existed but they did not mediate the nuclear forces. (The puzzle was the fact that science's new idea was close to the truth, but not on the mark. It has happened other times).
